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あらまし

ネットワーク負荷に応じてルータ処理性能やリンク速度の動的な変更を行うことにより、省電力を図る省

電力ルータがネットワーク内に存在すると、ネットワーク負荷に応じてエンド端末間パスの物理帯域が変動するため、
従来提案されているエンド間利用可能帯域計測手法の計測精度が劣化すると考えられる。また、帯域計測のために発
生するネットワーク負荷により、省電力ルータの省電力効果が十分に得られない可能性がある。そこで本稿では、ルー
タの省電力動作に伴う物理帯域の変動を考慮した、エンド間帯域計測手法を提案する。提案手法は、エンド間物理帯
域と利用可能帯域を同時に計測し、利用可能帯域の計測に用いるパケット数を調整することにより、ルータの省電力
動作を阻害しない計測を可能にする。シミュレーション結果より、提案手法を用いた場合、従来提案されている利用
可能帯域計測手法と同等の計測精度が得られ、ルータの省電力効果を損なわずに計測を行えることを示す。
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considering effects on power-saving routers
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Abstract In environment when power-saving routers and switches exist in an end-to-end path, since the amount of bandwidth-related resources of an end-to-end network path changes over time, the accuracy of existing end-to-end measurement
methods of available bandwidth may degrade. Furthermore, the energy efficiency of power-saving routers also decreases due
to additional traffic load by bandwidth probing. In this report, we propose a method for measuring physical capacity and
available bandwidth simultaneously for the situation in which power-saving routers exist on the end-to-end path. By showing
simulation results, we show that the proposed method can measure available bandwidth with high accuracy, while maintaining
the energy efficiency of power-saving routers.
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1. Introduction
The expectation for power saving for networking equipment has
raised because of the increase in the energy consumption associated
with ever-intensifying network traffic. To realize energy efficient
networking, a number of researchers have focused on technologies
that dynamically adjust the processing performance and the link
speed of routers and switches according to the network traffic load.
For instance, a power saving method for Gigabit Ethernet Passive

Optical Network (G-EPON) was introduced [1,2] in which switches
adjust their link speed to either 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps and enter sleep
mode according to the queue lengths reported from optical network
units, by which the current traffic volume can be inferred. A number
of studies [3–5] have focused on power saving routers and switches
which dynamically control the transmission capacity on the basis
of the change in the traffic volume. Moreover, power saving techniques for Ethernet adapters with adaptive link rates [6, 7], ADSL2
and ADSL2+ [8] have also been proposed.
When such routers and switches exist on an end-to-end path, the
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amount of bandwidth-related resources of the path changes largely
over time since such equipment changes their performance in a
short cycle. Therefore, acquiring information on network resources,
such as bandwidth-related information, on the path by measurement
is important for maintaining the performance of network applications. For measuring end-to-end available bandwidth, numerous
tools have been developed, such as Pathload [9], Spruce [10] and
others [11–15]. These tools implicitly assume that the physical capacity on the path remain unchanged during the measurement. In
other words, these tools do not take into account the existence of
power-saving routers on the path. Furthermore, since most measurement methods involve sending many probing packets at an extremely high rate, the energy efficiency of power-saving routers may
deteriorate due to the additional traffic load.
In this report, we propose a method for measuring physical capacity and available bandwidth simultaneously for the situation
in which power-saving routers exist on the end-to-end path. We
first investigate interactions between the measurement by Pathload,
which is a popular tool for measuring the end-to-end available bandwidth, and the behavior of power-saving routers. We reveal the measurement accuracy degrades due to fluctuations of physical capacity, as well as deteriorating the energy efficiency of power-saving
routers because of the large traffic volume for bandwidth probing.
That is, to measure the available bandwidth accurately, the changes
in the physical capacity should be observed during the available
bandwidth measurement. Therefore, we propose a simultaneously
measurement method of physical capacity and available bandwidth.
The main feature of the proposed method is adjusting the number of
probing packets for the available bandwidth measurement based on
the measured physical capacity, to avoid ill-effect on power-saving
routers. Moreover, the proposed method continuously measures
physical capacity to determine whether or not to stop the progress
of the available bandwidth measurement. We conduct simulation
experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
We evaluate the measurement accuracy and the effect of the behavior of the proposed measurement tool on the energy efficiency of
power-saving routers.

2. Interactions between bandwidth measurement and power-saving routers
In this section we first introduce the available bandwidth measurement algorithm by Pathload and the model for power-saving
router used in this paper. We then discuss the interactions between
end-to-end bandwidth measurement and power-saving routers.
2. 1 Power-saving router model
We refer [16] for constructing the model for the power-saving
router which adjust its physical capacity according to its utilization.
The power-saving router monitors its link utilization at regular intervals, that are the order of microseconds to milliseconds, and adjusts
its physical capacity according to the observed utilization. We define the maximum value of the physical capacity, in other words,
the capacity without power saving, as Cmax . Assuming an N -level
stepwise power saving configuration, the i th setting of the physical
capacity, denoted as Ci , is defined as follows.
Ci =

i
Cmax (i = 1, · · · , N )
N

(1)

We define τ as the length of the interval for monitoring link utilization and assume that the power-saving router changes the physical
capacity at the same interval. We define a time slot as time duration divided by the interval. P (t) represents the amount of traffic
observed at the link at the t th time slot, and C(t) is the physical
capacity at the t th slot. Then, the link utilization at the t th slot,
u(t), is represented as follows.
u(t) =

P (t)
C(t)τ

(2)



 Ci+1
C(t + 1) =




Ci−1

if U (t) >
= λu and i < N
if U (t) <
= λl and i > 1

Ci

otherwise

(4)

The parameters λu and λl in Eq. (4) are thresholds of the link
utilization which are used to determine whether the power-saving
router should increase or decrease its physical capacity, respectively.
2. 2 Pathload algorithm
In this subsection, we explain the measurement procedure of
Pathload. For the measurement of the available bandwidth of an
end-to-end path between a sender and a receiver, the sender sends
packet streams to the receiver at a certain rate. As the receiver
observes the intervals at which packets in the streams arrive, it
compares the arrival intervals with the corresponding sending intervals. The sender then adjusts the sending rate of subsequent
packet streams according to the observation results provided by the
receiver. This cycle is repeated until the algorithm obtains an estimate of the available bandwidth. The packet streams sent in every
cycle are referred to as a fleet.
Pathload maintains upper and lower bounds of search range for
the available bandwidth. rmax (f ) and rmin (f ) are denoted the upper bound and the lower bound of the search range, respectively, at
the f th (f = 1, · · · ) cycle. The sender determines r(f ), which is
the sending rate of a packet stream in the f th cycle, as follows.
r(f ) =

rmax (f ) + rmin (f )
2

(5)

Pathload updates rmax (f ) and rmin (f ) according to whether or
not packet streams observed by the receiver have increasing trends
of one-way delays, which is determined by using Pairwise Comparison Test (PCT) metric and Pairwise Difference Test (PDT) metric.
Here, we define the number of packets in a packet stream as K and
one-way delays of the j th packet stream as Dj . Then, PCT metric,
denoted as EP CT , is defined as follows.

∑K

EP CT =

j=2

I(Dj > Dj−1 )
K −1

(6)

The value of I(X) is one if X is true, and zero otherwise. EP CT
ranges between zero and one, and the larger value means the
stronger increasing delay trends. PDT metric, denoted as EP DT ,
is defined as follows.
EP DT = ∑K

DK − D1

j=2

|Dj − Dj−1 |

(7)

PDT is always equal to or smaller than one, and the larger value
means the stronger increasing delay trends. Pathload determines
that a packet stream has an increasing delay trend if EP CT higher
than 0.55 and EP DT higher than 0.4.
Pathload determines that r(f ) is higher than the available bandwidth of the path if 70% or more packet streams in the cycle have
increasing delay trends. In contrast, it determines that r(f ) is lower
the available bandwidth when 70% or more packet streams do not
have increasing delay trends. Otherwise, it determines that there is
no strict ordering between r(f ) and the available bandwidth. Then
the sender updates the search range according to the estimation results. Note that A means the actual value of the available bandwidth of the path. To avoid a backlog of the packet streams in the
path, Pathload sets the inter-stream latency to max (RT T, cVS (f )),
where RT T is Round Trip Time of the path, VS (f ) is the length of
the packet stream in the f th cycle, and c is set to nine.
Pathload terminates the measurement and outputs rmax (f ) and
rmin (f ) as a measurement result when the width of the search range
(rmax (f ) − rmin (f )) becomes smaller than ω, which is configured
by the user.
2. 3 Interactions between bandwidth measurement and

The average link utilization U (t) at the t th time slot is calculated
as an exponential moving average.
U (t) = (1 − w)U (t − 1) + wu(t)

(3)

The parameter w in Eq. (3) is the averaging weight. The powersaving router determines the physical capacity at the (t+1) th time
slot according to the following equation.

power-saving routers
In Pathload, probing packet streams are sent along the end-toend network path at a rate that corresponds fairly close to the actual
available bandwidth. On the other hand, the power-saving router
proposed in [16] monitors the link utilization at regular intervals in
the order of milliseconds. Therefore, it is expected that the powersaving router changes its physical capacity to accommodate the
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where P (t) indicates the amount of traffic caused by bandwidth
probing, and P C (t) is the amount of cross traffic. By using Eqs.
(2), (3) and (9), the average link utilization U (t) can be rewritten as
follows.

Pathload estimation
available bandwidth
available bandwidth after changing capacity
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P (t) = PL (t) + PC (t)
L
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(8)
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図 1 Measurement process of Pathload
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The first term in Eq. (10) represents traffic contributed by measurement probing, and the second term represents cross traffic. Assuming cross traffic arriving at the link of the power-saving router at a
fixed rate rC , Eq. (10) can be rewritten as follows.

図 2 Relationship between packet stream length and monitoring interval of

link utilization

bandwidth probing traffic by Pathload. This behavior brings the following two ill-effects. First, it degrades the energy efficiency of the
power-saving routers, meaning that it should not increase its physical capacity to accommodate the bandwidth probing traffic. Second, it also degrades the accuracy of the bandwidth measurement
since most of existing bandwidth measurement methods, including
Pathload, does not assume the changes in the physical capacity during the measurement procedure.
In what follows we show a brief sample of the latter ill-effect. For
that purpose, we show numerical calculation results of Pathload algorithms, assuming that a power-saving router exists on the path.
In Figures 1(a) and 1(b), we depict the measurement process of
Pathload. In these figures, the vertical axis represents the available
bandwidth and the horizontal axis represents the measurement cycle. In both figures, it is assumed that Pathload terminates the measurement procedure with five cycles. The actual value of the available bandwidth is set to 100 Mbps. In Figure 1(a), we assume that
the power-saving router does not change its physical capacity during
the measurement. In this case, the accurate measurement result can
be obtained. On the other hand, in Figure 1(b), we assume the situation where the power-saving router increase its physical capacity at
the end of the 1 st cycle, and the available bandwidth based on the
increased physical capacity becomes 200 Mbps. We observe that
the measured available bandwidth is based on the increased physical capacity, which is not an accurate estimation. Such degradation
of the measurement accuracy occurs when the power-saving router
increase its physical capacity due to increased traffic load by the
measurement itself.
2. 4 Conditions for not affecting a power-saving router
We discuss the parameter settings of Pathload which ensure that
the behavior of a power-saving router remains unaffected. We assume that the power-saving router has been already configured its
physical capacity according to the current traffic load.
Using Eqs. (3) and (4), the conditions for the power-saving router
to maintain its physical capacity are as follows.
U (t) = (1 − w)U (t − 1) + wu(t)
= w

t
∑

(1 − w)t−k u(k)

k=1

U (t) = w

t
∑

(1 − w)t−k

k=1

PL (k)
rC
+
C(t)τ
C(t)

(11)

Then, the spacing between packets, denoted by T (f ), is determined
as follows by using r(f ) and the packet size L.
T (f ) =

L
r(f )

(12)

In addition, the length of the packet stream in the f th cycle is obtained by using Eq. (12) and K.
VS (f ) = KT (f )
KL
=
r(f )

(13)

In the following discussion, we assume τ <
= VS (f ), meaning that
the utilization monitoring interval is shorter than the packet stream.
The relationship between the packet stream length and the monitoring interval is depicted in Figure 2. The power-saving router
monitors
 the link
 utilization for time slots t0 , . . . , tZ−1 , where
VS (f )
Z =
. Since the arrival rate of packet steams is closely
τ
to the available bandwidth, the link utilization increases considerably, particularly when the packet stream spans multiple monitoring intervals of the link utilization. In this situation, Eq. (8) can be
rewritten based on Eq. (11), assuming that the interval between two
packet streams is sufficiently large not to affect the calculation of
the average link utilization in Eq. (3).

∑

Z−1

U (tZ−1 ) = w

k=0

(1 − w)Z−1−k

r(f )
rC
+
C(t)
C(t)

<
(14)
= λu
Note that we can control only Z to satisfy Eq. (14), which is
achieved by changing K. Therefore, by configuring the number
of packets in each packer stream to satisfy Eq. (14), we can prevent
Pathload from affecting the behavior of power-saving routers.

3. Simultaneous measurement considering the
behavior of power-saving routers
In this section, we propose an end-to-end method for measuring physical capacity and available bandwidth simultaneously. Our
—3—

(a) packet stream of Pathload

(b) packet stream of the proposed method

図 3 modification of packet streams

proposed method is based on the available bandwidth measurement
algorithm by Pathload, and integrate the physical capacity measurement based on CapProbe [17]. We selected CapProbe because it
can provide high accuracy and the short measurement time among
various tools for measuring physical capacity [13, 14, 18].
3. 1 Physical capacity measurement
In CapProbe, the sender host sends a certain number of packet
pairs to the receiver host. The receiver host selects the packet pair
which has the minimum value of the sum of one-way delays and calculates the physical capacity based on the arrival interval of packets
constructing the selected pair. The measurement finishes when one
result is obtained.
For the simultaneous measurement in the proposed method, we
continue the measurement even after one result is obtained, meaning that the sender host continues sending packet pairs. Then, a new
result is given when the packet pair has the one-way delays which
is equal to or the smaller than that of the previously selected pair.
On the other hand, when a certain number of consecutive packet
pairs do not experiences the minimum value of the sum of one-way
delays, the sender host reset the measurement since the physical capacity at the power-saving router may change.
3. 2 Packet stream for simultaneous measurement
We next explain the constitution of the packet stream, for accommodating measurement procedure of CapProbe. In Figure 3(a), we
depict the packet streams in the f th cycle measurement by the original Pathload. The packet stream consists of K packets, each of
which has the size of L. The packet inter-spacing T (f ) is calculated
from the sending rate of packet stream, denoted by r(f ), and L. We
also depict packet streams of the proposed method in Figure 3(b).
We implement the physical capacity measurement by using packet
pairs for constructing the packet stream. The packets in the packet
stream compose multiple packet pairs, while the number of packets
in the packet stream and its total length remain unchanged. We use
rP for representing the sending rate of the packet pair, assuming
that rP is set based on the physical capacity of the link connected
j k
K
to the sender host. We compose K 0 =
packet pairs in one
2
packet stream by modifying the packet inter-spacing between the
L
0
(2i − 1) th packet and the 2i th packet (1 <
=i<
= K ) as r .
P
By this modification to the packet stream we need to change the
0
0
definition of PCT and PDT as EP CT and EP DT , as follows.

∑K 0
EP0 CT

=

i=2

EP0 DT = ∑K 0

I(D2(i−1)+1 > D2(i−1)−1 )
K0 − 1
DK 0 − D1

|D2(i−1)+1 − D2(i−1)−1 |
i=2

(15)

(16)

3. 3 Adjustment of the number of packets for measurement
When we try to prevent the link of the power-saving router from
fluctuating the physical bandwidth, adjusting the number of packets
in the packet stream based on Eq. (14) is effective. To exploit the
equation, we need the following router-related information.
• C(t): the physical capacity of the power-saving router at the
t th time slot
• rC : the amount of cross traffic
• τ
: the length of the interval for monitoring the link utilization

When we assume that the physical capacity of the power-saving
router is the narrowest in the path, we can use the latest result of the
physical capacity measurement as C(t). Moreover, when we also
assume that the available bandwidth of the link of the power-saving
router is tightest in the path, we can use the difference between measured physical capacity and available bandwidth as rC . For τ , we
use the value presented in [16].
In the f th cycle of the measurement, we configure the number of
packets in each packet stream according to Eq. (14) with the measurement results in the previous cycle. We define K(f ) as the number of packets in the packet streams in the f th cycle. We limit
K(f ) >
= 4 since Eqs. (15) and (16) requires more than two packet
pairs. We set K(f ) to four when valid measurement results are
not obtained. Also, we utilized the conservative value for available
bandwidth since we should avoid affecting power-saving routers
when the measurement of available bandwidth includes significant
errors. In detail, we evaluate the confidence intervals of measurement results of available bandwidth and utilize its lower bound as
available bandwidth when calculating rC in Eq. (14).
When K(f ) is set to small value, the accuracy of the available
bandwidth measurement degrades. For compensating for the degradation, we keep the total number of packets utilized in each measurement cycle. In detail, we set the number of packet streams in
the f th cycle, denoted as M (f ), as follows.



M (f ) =

F
K(f )



(17)

Note that the parameter F in Eq. (17) is the number of packets in
the measurement cycle.
3. 4 Statistical processing of measured available bandwidth
Since we assume the continuous measurement of physical capacity and available bandwidth, we can enhance the measurement accuracy by statistical processing of previous measurement results.
For available bandwidth we utilize the method in ImTCP [12]. In
ImTCP, the sender host calculates γ% confidence interval of the
previously measured available bandwidth values and utilize the interval as the initial search range. In the proposed method in this
paper, we modify the behavior of the ImTCP in the following two
points. First, we round the search range to 2n ω where n is an integer
value. Second, we redesign the extension of the search range when
the measurement result can not be found in the initial search range.
In detail, when the measurement results indicate the actual available bandwidth falls below the search range, the initial search range
m+1
of the next measurement, denoted by [sm+1
min , smax ], is modified as
follows.
sm+1
min =

sm
min

sm+1
max =

sm
max

m
− (sm
max − smin )

(18)

On the other hand, when the measurement results indicate the actual
available bandwidth falls above the search range, the initial search
range of the next measurement is modified as follows.
sm+1
min =

sm
min

sm+1
max =

sm
max

(19)

m
+ (sm
max − smin )

3. 5 Detection of physical capacity fluctuations
By simultaneous measurement of physical capacity and available
bandwidth, the changes in physical capacity at the power-saving
router can be detected in the available bandwidth measurement.
In such cases we should terminate the current measurement procedure of available bandwidth since the measurement accuracy degrades significantly as explained in Subsection 2. 3. Furthermore,
we should configure the initial search range for the available bandwidth measurement based on the changed physical capacity. Here,
Bbc and Bac represent the result of the physical capacity measurement before and after changing the result of the measurement, respectively. We calculate the initial search range of the (m + 1) th
measurement as follows.
sm+1
max =


m

 min (smax + Bac − Bbc , rP )



if (sm
max + Bac − Bbc ) > sl
sl

(20)
otherwise
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図 4 Network topology for simulation experiments

number of packets in a fleet

(a) Relative error

表 1 Parameters of the power-saving router
Variable

Value

24

Cmax

1000 Mbps

22
20

N

10

λu

0.8

λl

0.35

w

0.3

τ

1 ms

measurement time [s]

Parameter
Maximum value of
physical capacity
Number of steps for adjusting physical capacity
for adjusting physical capacity
Upper threshold of link utilization
for increasing physical capacity
Lower threshold of link utilization
for decreasing physical capacity
Averaging weight
Length of the interval
for monitoring link utilization

18
16

proposed method (cross traffic 100 Mbps)
proposed method (cross traffic 400 Mbps)
proposed method (cross traffic 700 Mbps)
Pathload (cross traffic 100 Mbps)
Pathload (cross traffic 400 Mbps)
Pathload (cross traffic 700 Mbps)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2

表 2 Parameters of the proposed method

Variable

Value

Packet size

L

750 Bytes

Estimate resolution

ω

1 Mbps

sl

128 Mbps

γ

95%

Minimum length of
the initial search range
Confidence interval

sm+1
min =

0
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000110012001300

Parameter

number of packets included in a fleet

(b) Measurement time

図 5 Results of simulation experiments

4. 2 Measurement accuracy and measurement time


m

 max (smin + Bac − Bbc , 0)



if (sm
min + Bac − Bbc ) < rP − sl
rP − s l

(21)
otherwise

where sl represents the minimum length of the initial search range.

4. Evaluation
We conducted simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method with the ns-2 network simulator [19].
We first confirm fundamental behaviors of the proposed method.
We then observe the effect of the bandwidth measurement by the
proposed method on the energy efficiency of the power-saving
router.
4. 1 Simulation settings
Figure 4 depicts the network topology used in the simulation experiments. We assume that a power-saving router is connected to
a bottleneck link, which provides the narrowest physical capacity
along the network path between a sender and a receiver. The maximum physical capacity of the bottleneck link is 1000 Mbps. The
physical capacity of other links, labeled as normal links in the figure, is 2000 Mbps. The propagation delay of each link is 5 ms.
Cross traffic which traverses the bottleneck link from a cross traffic
sender to a cross traffic receiver. The packet size of the cross traffic
is 1250 Bytes. The half of the cross traffic is generated based on the
exponentially-distributed traffic and the rest is based on CBR traffic.
In Tables 1 and 2, we summarize settings of the power-saving
router and parameters of the proposed method, respectively. A simulation experiment continues until 100 measurement results are obtained. Each available bandwidth measurement is started as soon as
the previous available bandwidth measurement finishes. For each
setting we conduct 10 experiments by changing random seeds for
generating cross traffic and evaluate their average. In what follows
we do not show the evaluation results on the measurement accuracy
of physical capacity since the proposed method always give quite
accurate measurement results on physical capacity in any parameter
settings.

We observe the measurement accuracy and the measurement time
of the proposed method. Measurement accuracy is evaluated by the
|A − A0 |
relative error, which is defined as
, where A0 is the meaA
surement result and A represents the actual available bandwidth.
We define the time required for obtaining one available bandwidth
measurement as the measurement time. In the evaluation, we focus
on the average value of the latter half of results of the measurement. For comparison purposes, we also conduct simulation experiments by using Pathload with default parameters described in [20].
In Pathload simulations, we use a normal router at the bottleneck instead of the power-saving router since the measurement accuracy of
Pathload significantly degrades in environment when power-saving
routers exist as we described in Subsection 2. 3.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot the accuracy and the measurement time
of the available bandwidth measurement with 95% confidence intervals, respectively, as a function of the number of packets in a fleet
(F ). The amount of cross traffic is set to 100 Mbps, 400 Mbps,
and 700 Mbps. From Figure 5(a), we observe that the proposed
method outperform the original Pathload, even with the existence
of the power-saving router only for the proposed method. In detail,
the relative error of almost all measurement results by the proposed
method is less than 0.1. Also, the proposed method gives enough
accuracy with smaller values of F , while the original Pathload degrades the accuracy when F becomes small. This is because the
proposed method utilize previous results for adjusting the initial
search range that results in the enough accurate measurement with
small number of probe packets.
From Figure 5(b), we observe the measurement time of the proposed method is almost the same as the original Pathload when the
amount of the cross traffic is set to 100 Mbps. However, when the
amount of the cross traffic is set to 400 Mbps and 700 Mbps, the
measurement time of the proposed method becomes less than the
original Pathload. This is because the number of packet streams
is changed according to previous measurement results. When the
amount of the cross traffic is set to 100 Mbps, the available bandwidth becomes smaller than others. Therefore, the measurement
time is larger than others due to increasing the number of packet
streams. Figure 5(b) shows the measurement times of the original Pathload are not different among three different amounts of the
cross traffic. This is why the fixed number of packet streams is sent
for obtaining a result in the original Pathload.
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4. 3 Effect on behaviors of the power-saving router
Figures 6 and 7 show the average link utilization and the physical capacity between 100 s and 102 s of the simulation experiments, which has one available bandwidth measurement. We set
the amount of the cross traffic to 100 Mbps and F = 200. Unlike results in Figure 4. 2, we used the power-saving router in the
experiment of the original Pathload for investigating the effect of
the Pathload measurement on the power-saving router. Figures 6(a)
and 7(a) show results in case that the bandwidth measurement is not
conducted. From Figure 6(b), when we measure the bandwidth by
the proposed method, the fluctuation of the average link utilization
is similar to the fluctuation showed in Figure 6(a). In this case, the
power-saving router does not increase its physical capacity as we
showed in Figure 7(b). From Figure 6(c), the measurement of the
original Pathload causes the large fluctuation in the average link utilization due to probe packets. Figure 7(c) shows the power-saving
router increased its physical capacity when every packet streams of
the original Pathload passed the bottleneck link.

5. Conclusion
In this report, we first described interactions between Pathload
and the behavior of power-saving routers and showed that both the
measurement accuracy and the energy efficiency of power-saving
routers degrade. Then, we proposed a method for measuring physical capacity and available bandwidth simultaneously for the situation in which power-saving routers exist on the end-to-end path.
Simulation experiments showed the proposed method could measure available bandwidth with high accuracy, while maintaining the
energy efficiency of power-saving routers.
In future work, we plan to enhance the proposed method to measure not only the available bandwidth based on decreased physical
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